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DISTRICT
GOVERNANCE
BOTTOM UP GOVERNANCE,
BOTTOM UP GROWTH

Several vision documents
and approach papers of
the erstwhile Planning

Commission talked about bottom
up planning. In fits and starts, some
workwas done to involvePanchayati
Raj Institutions in planning through
the implementation of a software
called Plan Plus. Practically, there
has been no concerted attempt to
look at governance and the economy
together at a sub-state level.

Whiledistricts as aunithavebeen
the focus of all development agenda
since independence, district plans
tend to be administrative, social
development and infrastructure
oriented with hardly any economic
dimensions. It is assumed that the
economy will take care of itself
independent of governance and a
consolidated plan.

There are a little over 100
districts that cause a lag on
practically every development and
growth objective of the country,
then there aremediocre performers,
and very few performing districts
that even come close to preforming
at a reasonable level and almost
none that perform optimally.

This then results in the district
economy working almost in sync
with district level governance. Both
development and growth in India
need to be spatially dispersed and
job generative for them to have any
optimal impact on creation of a
New India.

In a maiden initiative in
the country ‘India Governance
Forum’ looks at the economic
and governance imperatives at the
district level and tries to come out
with coherent recommendations to
push both forward.

There are enough examples
in flagship schemes such as
Mahatma Gandhi National Rural
Employment Guarantee Act and
Pradhan Mantri Mudra Yojana
where you find evidence of well
performing states and districts
becoming the biggest and perhaps
the best beneficiaries of these
schemes. While a performance-
based incentive system of fund
allocationmay be good to an extent,
the role of government in addressing
market and development failures
will continue to be undermined
unless district level governance as
a whole becomes optimal and then
starts percolating down to the third
tier of governance.

The programme thus focuses
on three streams, namely,
MSMEs, District Governance and
Aspirational Districts as a combined
thrust areas for governance and
economic development.
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Aspirational Districts
Programme aims to
transform 117 districts

identified across 28 states. This
initiative focuses on the strengths
of each district and identifies the
attainable outcomes for immediate

improvement, while measuring
progress.

The programme looks at 49
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
monitored on a real-time basis. The
progress ismeasuredandrankingthus
done spurs a sense of competition.
Convergence; collaboration;
and, competition driven by
the spirit of mass movement,
fosters accountability on district
governments. The programme
monitors incremental improvements
and we have a high degree of interest
in discovering and putting forth how
these improvements were achieved
so that these can be replicated.

While economic outcomes are
not directly monitored under the
programme, we believe these to be
an important byproduct that would
manifest itself over a period of time
and at this juncture we could play
a catalytic role. It is also important
to understand, which spaces at
district level can be vacated by the
government for MSMEs to flourish
and what further development
opportunities can be created.

HEALTH
One example here could be
a rise in demand for health

infrastructure and services due to
schemes like Ayushman Bharat
and health services supplychains
that create more opportunities
for private sector and MSME
participation at the district level.
Comprehensive Primary Health
Care delivery model can open up a
large number of such opportunities
integrating Independent Providers
into Network Models. A
document that details some such
opportunities is Health System for
a New India: Building Blocks by
NITI Aayog, wherein the chapter
on ‘Organisation and Provision
of Health Services’ by Gerard La
Forgia and Kiran Correa show
the path.

AGRICULTURE
Another example could be the
problem of doubling the farmers’
income. This is a challenging task of
increasing production and feeding
a country on the one hand and
preserving traditional farming and
organic approaches, on the other.
Marriage of tradition and technology
can again create agriculture
supplychains based on high
density aquaculture, aquaponics,
hydroponics and farm to table

supply chains of such produce that
would open up newer avenues
for MSMEs and farmers coming
together. Yet another area could be
the use of technology such as AI, IoT,
Big Data and Machine Learning in
agriculture that could result in many
opportunities including technology
controlled clusters of farms
supported by farming inputs, based
on technology. Post-harvest value
addition activities could be onemore
such area. A paper that spells this
out in greater detail is ‘Transforming
Agriculture for Challenges of 21st
Century’ by Prof Ramesh Chand,
Hon’ble Member, NITI Aayog.
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The number of problems
being faced byMSMEs are
large. There are multiple

stakeholders, associations and
government agencies that have
been working on some of the
areas for years. We believe that
the strength of SKOCH Group
lies in bringing everyone together
and working on a plan that is
deliverable within the short to
medium-term.

CASH FLOW FINANCING
The very first problem is that of
working capital loans. Almost the
entire sector today is dependent
on loan against property. Over the
past one year, we have advocated
for a cash-flow financing system
based on GST paid invoices that
are accepted by the buyer. This
could be achieved through a
second window on TReDS. This
is possible due to a combination
of liberated data and agreement
between MSME Seller and TReDS
platform Lenders, for obtaining
cash-flow lending for its invoices.
Various India Stack Open APIs
integration into TReDS Platform
will facilitate MSME on-boarding,
invoice verification via GST,
MSME bank transactional cash
flow data, GST data, past loans
and credit history, repayments tied
to electronic liens on cash inflows
and more. GST will allow through
its API, the ability to verify MSME
Invoices on TReDS platform.

We are hopeful that this may be
introduced sooner rather than later.
Most such disruptive ideas tend to
take time to get accepted.We would
like to shorten the acceptance cycle
by explaining what this system is
and how it works? What problems
it solves; and, more importantly,
what problems does it not solve?

SUPPLYCHAINS AND
API ECONOMY
Next problem relates to growth.
You cannot run faster than
the train that you are on but
MSMEs have no choice but
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to run faster than the rest of
the country. They need newer
business opportunities that are
real; need plugging into formal
supplychains (less than 20% of
SMEs in formal sector are linked
to supplychains); and, need to be
able to manage as well as benefit
from technological disruptions
that are unfolding. We look at
some of the areas where such
opportunities can be created or
scaled to get more MSMEs into
formal supplychains increasing
certainty as well as bankability.

ACCESS TO FINANCE
Access to finance in terms of
growth capital as well as access to
markets would be next. Most SME
initiatives taken by the market
regulators have not really fructified
anywhere close to optimal levels.
What are the barriers? Why is there
so little investment and trading in
SME stocks? Why do banks still
hesitate to lend and how can all
these problems be addressed?

FRICTIONLESS
GOVERNANCE
The fourth and final area is that
of “Frictionless Governance.”
More often, SMEs are hiding
from the government or hating
to deal with it. A large number of
these problems are at district and
municipal levels. Identifying what
these problems are and persuading
states to address these would be a
crucial success factor.


